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for

Dagney C. Ernest

Forward
I don't write poetry. Something inside of me that is related to poetry
but earlier, more primitive, takes a hold of me and shakes me and
takes me for a ride. The only way I can keep from falling off is to write,
parse, push, feel, play, and reach . . . and keep putting words on paper
until it's over, and the ride ends. Then I get to take a deep breath,
remember some of the music from the trance I was in, and try to wrap
my simple heart and brain around what is left - some words on paper.
What is amazing to me is what I've learned from all of these
experiences, that the spark for all of the poems that have come out of
me is always love, a desire to tell someone I care about something
inexpressible and wonderful, something worth remembering.
Bill Eberle
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breathless moment
Oh breathless moment!
Oh inhaled exhaled
succession of time!
Oh wondrous parent
who brought me into being
Breathe in joy
Breathe out hope.
For the oxygen that binds
our souls to time
is love.

December 2000

2

wedding poem
and if you wonder how you can possibly
be happy over and over
again and again
achieve each time
the forgiveness of forever
the gestures of eternity
are born from simple will
and the love in us all has always been
and will be
for always

2003
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the change time reels
The spirit and/or void
can have me
whenever it or they want
or chance rings
I welcome the difference and non existence
or other sense
all that time brings
and wonder now in this place
about my human heart
and the love it feels
curious, hopeful too
if deep feeling will survive
new part or non part
and the change time reels

2004
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that was
whatever is now
whatever loss and failure
for just so long
as now
now has no weight
simply
because
that was
oh that was
we sang and loved
moved together
in everything
squeezed such moments
any single day
or night
could last forever
moments mixed
into you and me
made such juice
rode wind and ourselves
to distraction
felt each other's silence
absorbed simple work
into dance
and touch
oh that was
and here
that is

2004

5
early morning sun
early morning sun
bouncing off tables
spots on tables
too bright to look at
directly
end of shift
breakfast eggs
sausage blueberry
muffin
beginning of
valentine's day
2005
tangle of chair leg
shadows
square and rectangle
patches of sunlight
intermingled
memory of legs
hugging
deep and hard
never stop
stop and just
let me feel
it is that moment
of quietness
held intensity
that sends me over
the edge
wet kisses before
during
and after

5
sun rises
bright glare now
on chair seats
deep breath
leaving

Feb. 14, 2005
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how long has it been
how long has it been
since a girl took my hand like that
has it ever happened before
it felt familiar
but I can't remember . . .
walking to a dance at the lake
when I was 10?
I must have dreamed it
it feels so familiar
this time
50 more years have run by
girl is a strong woman
and the innocence of her taking my hand
now
walking down off the trail, onto road
lifts me softly up to the time
when all my power was hope and vision
awes me to feel my own innocence
still alive inside
flowing outwards
to be captured quietly
and brought back to what was once
so holy in me

Fall 2005

7
melting
first there's
feeling what is
there
can't be rushed
but sure can be
ignored
been doing that
most of my
life
who would have thought
that trying
doesn't help
and stopping does
so every once in a while
I'm quiet
sitting
or moving with
what hurts
feels wrong
feels right
feels good
not to understand
just recognize
God in you
God in me
has never been frozen
shhhh
it
doesn't speak
our language

7
there is nothing to hear
nothing to speak
nothing to grab on to
nothing to perceive
it is
in that which can't be gotten
wordless presence beyond
our kind
from the spring
of our existence
the perfectly melting
stream of the Other
rushing over bright stones
of what we think we are
bubbling towards
what is
and we are everywhere
at once

Winter 2006
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kisses
kisses
soft yielding
melting deep inside
each to each
you to me
me to you
lips with no
beginning no ending
full mouth
one tongue
the inside of my mouth
is yours
inside of your mouth
is mine
driving south
I feel the insides
of our mouths
in me
in my mouth
the pressure
of your lips
and your tongue
remain

Spring 2006

9
oceans of kisses
oceans of kisses
sensitive neck
a thousand secrets
and ticklish ears
sweet soft shoulders
held
in eloquent tracing
and quiet saying
whispered touch
floating selves
linking
leaving
returning
inhaled and exhaled
in twined breath
silence
and waiting
mouth quintets
skin caravans
delicious crossings
with smooth easy
finger paths
kisses upon kisses
oceans
and discoveries
discoveries and
wet crossings
delectable surfaces
mouthfuls and horizons
with lights
lines
soft shadows

9
dark eyes
temple to cheekbone
chin to lips
and body
partings
claspings
landscapes flowing forever
to same places
new places
hands coming back
to endless beginnings
wise backbones
who remembered
brought us here
to promised journeys
oasis to oasis

Spring 2006
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when I
when I come into you
when you feel me there
somehow different
than my hand
fingers alive inside
moving you
riding you
wanting you
the way you want me
or my tongue inside you
and upon you
pulsing gently
knowing your knowing
of me
knowing when to be still
when to move just from
this place
to that place
softly
when to go wild
with all the spirit
rising
in a becoming
a giving
just for you
my awareness of you
expressing in my tongue's touch
and its fastening
upon and in you
everything that I am
but
when I come into you
and you feel me there
want me there

10
you know I go someplace
so deep in me
and you take just that from me
give it to me
because you take it
hold me within you
as I hold you
within me
and we rock
into what I need
and you need
together

Summer 2006
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